
April 13th, 2004

--------------------
7:30  Buses to workshop location (University)

08:00 - 08:30 : Registration

08:30 - 10:00 : Opening & Keynote
  Workshop opening and welcome
  Keynote Presentation: Dr. Michael Berger, Siemens, Germany (60 min), Title to be announced.
  Questions/Answers Period + Discussions (20 min)

10:00 - 10:30 : Session on Privacy & Security
  Christina Braz, "ASEMC: Authentication for a SEcure Mobile Commerce" (30 min)

10:30 - 11:00 : Coffee break

11:00 - 12:00 : Session on Privacy & Security (continued)
  Asad Pirzada, "Secure Routing with the DSR Protocol" (20 min)
  Risto Mononen, "Location Privacy in Mobile IPv6" (20 min)
  Ronald van Eijk, "Privacy Enforcement Embedded in Mobile Services" (20 min)

12:30 - 14:30 : Lunch

14:30 - 16:30 : Session on System issues
  Navrati Saxena, "Performance Guarantee in a New Hybrid Push-Pull Scheduling Algorithm" (30 min)
  Liton Chakraborty, "Pruning Update Log Files in Intermittently Connected Databases" (30 min)
  Sven Bittner, "Ordering in Mobile Networks Using Integrated Sequencers" (20 min)
  Evi Syukur, "The Mobile Hanging Services Framework for Context-Aware Applications: the Case of Context-Aware VNC" (20 min)
  Theodore Zahariadis, "Path Location Register for Next-Generation Heterogeneous Mobile Networks" (20 min)

16:30 - 17:00 : Coffee break

17:00 - 18:10 : Session on System issues, continued
  Thomas Becker, "Active Networking based Service Infrastructure for Cellular WLANs" (30 min)
  Dorgham S, "Inter-domain Authentication and Authorization"
Mechanisms for Roaming SIP Users" (20 min)
Mohamed Gaber, "A Wireless Data Stream Mining Model" (20 min)

18:30   Buses to Workshops Reception/Banquet
22:00   Buses to hotels

April 14th, 2004

-----------------
7:30    Buses to workshop location (University)

*****The morning is free for the conference keynotes*****

08:00 - 08:30 : Registration
9:30 - 11:00  : Conference Keynotes
11:00 - 11:30 : Coffee Break

11:30 - 12:30 : Session on Business & Commerce
    Seng Loke, "Wireless Marketing of Ephemeral Personal Goods: the Case of Auctioning Screen Estate for Wireless Advertisements"
    (30 min)
    Thomas Flor, "Experiences with a Business Evaluation Model for Mobile Commerce Services" (20 min)

12:30 - 14:30 : Lunch

14:30 - 15:20 : Session on Business & Commerce (continued)
    Saravanan Muthaiyah, "Readiness towards 3G: An Investigation of M-Commerce in Malaysia" (20 min)
    Behrad Assadian, "AUTOMATIC MEETING SCHEDULING FOR MOBILE USERS" (20 min)

15:20 - 16:10 : Session on Ad-hoc Networking
    Daniel Goergen, "Auctions in mobile multihop ad-hoc networks following the marketplace communication pattern" (30 min)
    Koushik Sinha, "Broadcast Algorithms for Mobile Ad hoc Networks based on Depth-first Traversal" (20 min)
16:30 - 17:00: Coffee break

Workshop Closing (and possibly a discussion on Applications of Ad Hoc Networks)

18:30  Buses to Welcome Reception

20:30  Buses to Hotels